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Abst rac t - -The  purpose of this paper is mainly to prove the following theorem: for every polyno- 
mial time algorithm running in time T(n) and guaranteeing standard-approximation ratio p for bin- 
packing, there exists an algorithm running in time O(nT(n)) and achieving differential-approximation 
ratio 2 - p for BP. This theorem has two main impacts. The first one is "operational", deriving a 
polynomial time differential-approximation schema for bin-packing. The second one is structural, 
establishing a kind of reduction (to our knowledge not existing until now) between standard approx- 
imation and differential one. Q 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. STANDARD AND DIFFERENTIAL  APPROXIMATION 
A current and very active research area coping with NP-completeness is polynomial approxima- 
tion theory. In this domain, the main objective is either finding a good approximation algorithm 
for a given NP-complete problem, or establishing proofs that such Mgorithms cannot exist un- 
less an unlikely complexity-theory condition (for example, P = NP)  holds. The "goodness" of 
an approximation algorithm is commonly measured by its approximation ratio. 
Given an instance I of a combinatorial optimization problem II and an approximation algo- 
rithm t supposed to feasibly solve FI, we will denote by w(I), AA(I), and ~(I) the values of the 
worst case solution, the approximated one (provk|ed by t), and the optimal one, respectively. 
There exist mainly two thought processes dealing with polynomial approximation, lh:adi- 
tionally [1,2], the quality of an approximation algorithm for an NP-complete minimization (re- 
spectively, maximization) problem Fi is expressed by the ratio (called standard in what follows) 
pA(I) = A(I)/~(I), and the quantity PA = inf{r : pA(I) < r, I instance of EI} (respectively, 
PA = sup{r : PA(I) > r, I instance of YI}) constitutes the approximation ratio of A for FI. 
Recent works [3,4] strongly inspired by former ones (see, for example, [5]) bring to the fore 
another approximation measure, as powerful as the traditional one (concerning the type. the 
diversity, and the quantity of the produced results), the ratio (called differential in what follows) 
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5A(I ) = [w(I) - A(I)]/[w(I) - 3(I)]. The quantity 6 A = sup{r : 6A(I ) > r, I instance of H} is 
now the approximation ratio of A for II. 
A special case of a polynomial time approximation algorithm, inducing the strongest possible 
positive approximation result, is the one of polynomial time approximation schema. A polynomial 
time standard-approximation schema for a problem II is a sequence A~ of polynomial time approx- 
imation algorithms (receiving e among their inputs) and guaranteeing standard-approximation 
ratio 1 + e, for every fixed e > 0, if II is a minimization problem and 1 - e, for every fixed e > 0, 
if H is a maximization one. A polynomial time differential-approximation schema for rI is a 
sequence A~ of polynomial time approximation algorithms (receiving e among their inputs) and 
guaranteeing differential-approximation ratio 1 - e, for every fixed e > 0. 
As is shown in [3,4], many problems behave in completely different ways regarding traditional 
or differential approximation. This is, for example, the case of minimum graph-coloring, or even 
of minimum vertex-covering. 1 The former is approximated within differential ratio 3/4 [6], while 
no polynomial time algorithm can guarantee standard-approximation ratio n ~, for any constant 
e < 1, for graph-coloring unless NP  _C coRP [7], where n is the order of the input-graph. 
On the contrary, for vertex-covering, no polynomial time algorithm can guarantee differential- 
approximation ratio n (1/2)-~, for any e > 0 (n being the order of the input-graph). This result 
seems to be strengthened in [8] (cited in [7]) since hardness factor (1/2) - e is improved to 
1 - e for any e > 0) unless NP  = coRP [9], while vertex-covering is approximable within 
standard-approximation ratio 2- ( log log n~ log n) [10]. An easy consequence of the above remarks 
is that no general approximation-preserving reduction allows transfer of positive, negative, or 
conditional results from standard approximation to differential one and vice-versa. Moreover, 
even for particular problems, such reductions have not been devised until now. 
2. AN APPROXIMATION-PRESERVING 
REDUCTION FOR B IN-PACKING 
In the Bin-Packing problem (BP), we are given a finite set L = {x l , . . . , xn}  of n rational 
numbers and an unbounded number of bins, each bin having a capacity equal to 1. We wish to 
arrange all these numbers in the least possible bins in such a way that the sum of the numbers 
in each bin does not violate its capacity. BP is NP-complete and, consequently, no polynomial 
time algorithm can exactly solve it, unless P = NP.  
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let PA ~- 1 be a fixed constant and let A be an algorithm approximately solv- 
ing BP within standard-approximation ratio PA (i.e., AA (L) /t3( L ) ~_ PA, for every BP-instance L
of size n) and running in time TA(n ). Then there exists an algorithm D(A), running in time 
TD(A)(n ) = nTA(n ) guaranteeing differential-approximation ratio 5D(A) ~ 2 - PA (i.e., [w(L) - 
- 3(L)] > 2 - ;A ,  for every instance L of  BY) .  
Let us fix a list L of size n and denote by B A the solution computed by A and by B*, the 
optimal one. These solutions are in fact sets of bins. A bin i will be denoted either by bi, or 
by the set of its elements; a BP-solution will be alternatively denoted by the union of its bins. 
Moreover, consider the following algorithm D, parametrized by a BP-algorithm A. 
BEGIN /D(A)/ 
order L in decreasing order; 
let L--{xl~...~xn} be the ordered list obtained; 
FOR k+-O TO n--I DO 
Lk +- 
Bk ~-- {Xl} t3 {x2} t3.. .  U {Zk } U A(Lk) ; 
OD 
1Note that the differential ratio for the minimum vertex-covering and the maximum independent set are identical. 
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BD ~-- argmink= 0 ..... n_l{IBkl}; 
OUTPUT B D ; 
END /D(A)/ 
The following proposition provides an easy, but useful description of an optimal BP-solution. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let B* be an optimal BP-solution of L (this list is supposed to be ordered in 
decreasing order) and let k* (k* E {0, . . . ,  n}) be the number of 1-item bins of B*. Then there 
exists an optimal BP-solution /)* = {Xl} U ' ' '  [..J {Xk* } U B~, i.e., consisting of k* /-item bins 
containing the first k* items of L, one item per bin, and of a set B~ of bins, each bin b~ of this 
set containing at least two items. 
PaooP .  Let us denote by {y~},.. . ,  {Yk*} the k* 1-item bins of B*. Then there exists a bijection 
: {x l , . . . ,xk*}  ~ {Yl,...,Yk*} such that, Vi < k*, ~(xi) < xi. Given B* = {Y l}U"  U 
{Y~* } U/)*, solution/)* = {Xl} U. . .  U {xk*} U/)~, where/)~ is identical to / )*  up to substitution 
of xi by ~(x~) in the corresponding bins of/)*,  is solution claimed. This solution is feasible since 
x, < 1, x~ > ~(x,), and {~(xi)} E B*. Moreover, it is optimal since IB*I = IB*I Finally, note 
that, given B*, ~ can be computed in polynomial time. | 
In order to continue the proof of the theorem, we point out that the following lemma, called 
Bellman-like principle, holds for BP. 
LEMMA 1. BELLMAN-LIKE PRINCIPLE FOR BP. Let L be an instance of BP and denote by 
B* = {b~ : j = 1 , . . . ,  ~3(L)} an optimal BP-solution for L. Then, for every set J C {1, . . . ,  2(L)}, 
solution B j  = {b~ : bj @ B*, ) E J} is an optimal solution for the sublist u3edb j . 
Let us now denote by ~(B*, L) the list L' = {xk*+l, . . . ,  x~} and revisit solution/)*. According 
to Lemma 1, set /)~ is an optimal BP-solution for ~(B*,L). Furthermore, since FOR-loop of 
algorithm D(h) is executed for L, as well as for every sublist resulting from L by removing 
the k largest elements of L, k = 0, . . .  ,n - 1, algorithm h is also called on ~(B*,L) = L' = 
{zk*+l , . . . ,  x~,}. Since the smallest of the solutions obtained is finally retained, IBD I = AD(A) <_ 
IBk. 1. Finally, note that the worst-case BP-solution for L consists in taking a bin per iteln, 2 i.e., 
~,(L) = ILl = n. So we have, for every optimal BP-solution B* of L, 
3(L) = fl(~(B*, L)) + k*, 
AD(A)(L ) < k* + AA({(B*, L)), 
w(L) = n, 
I~(B*,L)[ = n -  k*, 
]~(B*, L)I > 2/~(~(B*, n)), 
(i) 
where the last of the above expressions holds because ach bin of/)~ contains at least two items. 
Combining the expressions above, we get 
w(L) - AD(A)(L) n - AD(A)(L) I~(B*, L)[ - AA(~(B* ,L)) (2) 
6D(A) (L) = w(n) - ¢i'(L) = n - /3(L)  -> I~(B*, L)I - ~(~(B*, L)) " 
It suffices now to remark that function [I~(B*, L)I - AA(~(B*, L))]/[I~(B*, L)[ - ¢3(~(B*, L})] is 
increasing in I~(B*, L){ and to use expression (1) to obtain 
6D(A) (L  ) > 2 AA(~(B* 'L ) )  - -  2 - pA(~(B* L) )  > 2 - PA, (3) 
- ~(~(B* ,  L ) )  ' - 
2One can remark that, adopting differential framework, BP can be picturesquely expressed as the problem of 
maximizing "unused" bins. 
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where the last inequality is true thanks to the fact that arguments developed above hold for every 
Be-instance L. So, the approximation result claimed by the theorem is immediately achieved. 
Finally, for TD(A)(n), it suffices to note that algorithm D (h) mainly consists of at most n calls 
of algorithm h, and this completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
REMARK 1. As expression (3) makes clear, the result really proved is somewhat stronger than 
the one claimed in Theorem 1. In fact, subexpression 5D(A)(L ) >_ 2 -ph(~(B*, L)) establishes 
a connection between standard and differential approximation working for all ratios PA and not 
only for fixed constant ones. | 
Moreover, expression (2) brings to the fore the following corollary which will be used in what 
follows. 
COROLLARY 1. ~D(A)(L) > ~A(~(B*, L)) > 2 - ph(~(B*, L)). 
3. A POLYNOMIAL  T IME D IFFERENTIAL -APPROXIMATION 
SCHEMA FOR B IN-PACKING 
As we have already mentioned, Theorem 1 and Remark 1 establish (for the first time) a reduc- 
tion between standard and differential approximation for an NP-complete problem. An impact 
of this theorem is that any positive standard-approximation result for BP can be transformed 
into a positive differential-approximation result, while any negative differential-approximation 
result is transformed into negative standard-one. 
Fortunately, BP is a "nice" problem in the sense that most of the standard-approximation 
results known about it are positive ones (references [11,12] are a small list of older but always 
exciting works about positive standard-approximation results for Be). In fact, a "bunch" of algo- 
rithms, FFD and BFD being the most well-known ones, guarantee constant standard-approximation 
ratios for it. The strongest standard-approximation result 3 is the one in [13], where it is proved 
that for every fixed positive ~, BP can be approximated within standard ratio 1 + ~ + [1/~(L)], 
in time identical to the one needed for linear-programming. Finally, for standard approximation, 
one can easily prove that no polynomial time approximation algorithm can achieve standard- 
approximation ratio (strictly) less than 1 + [1/f/(L)] for Be, unless P = NP  (let us note that 
in [1], the question about the existence of a standard-approximation p lynomial time algorithm h
satisfying, VL, AA(L)//~(L ) < 1 + [1/f~(L)] is evocated). Plainly, if such an algorithm h exists 
and guarantees, for every Be-instance L, AA(L)//3(L ) < 1 + [1//3(L)], then At(L ) < ~(L) + 1. 
Since quantities A(L) and/3(L) are integers, equality )~A(L) --- j3(L) is immediately deduced. 
The strongest differential-approximation result was, until now, the one in [14], where it is proved 
that FFD achieves differential-approximation ratio 5FFD -> 3/4, in time O(n log n). Application of 
Theorem 1, taking into account hat, VL, PFFD -< (11/9) + [4/j3(L)] (see [1]), further strengthens 
the result of [14], since 5D(FFD) -> 7/9 -  [4/~3(~(B*, L))]. For Be-instances L with unbounded 
j3(~(B*, L))-values, this ratio is arbitrarily close to 7/9 while, as we will see below, for instances 
with bounded t3(~(B*, L))-values, Be is polynomial. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. BP can be solved by a polynomial time differential-approximation schema. 
In what follows, we denote by E an exhaustive-search algorithm for BP (running in time O(2n)), 
by h any polynomial algorithm approximately solving BP within (fixed) constant standard- 
approximation ratio PA >- 1, and by S(e) the algorithm of [13]. 
Consider now the following algorithm EX(E, #), where L is supposed to be ordered in decreasing 
order and # C {0, . . . ,n}.  
3This result turns out to be an asymptotic standard-approximation ratio (see [1] for a definition of asymptotic 
(standard) approximation ratio) l+e, for every fixed positive , for Be-instances L with unbounded values for/3(L). 
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BEGIN /EX(E,#) / 
(1) LB ~--{]~iCL :L i={x i , . . . ,Xn} ,n -#+l<i<n};  
(2) F0R i+--1 T0 [LBI DO Bi+- - -{{x}:xcL \ I , i}UE(L~)  0D 
(3) EB +-- argminl_<,<]LBI {I/~il}; 
(4) OUTPUT EB ; 
END. /EX(E,#)/ 
It is easy to see that EX(E,#) finds a feasible BP-solution for L in polynomial time (when- 
ever i, is a fixed constant). Moreover, this solution is optimal whenever the size I{(B*,L)[ 
of ~(B*, L) (f(B*, L) being as in the proof of Proposition 1) is bounded by #, as the following 
lemma shows. 
LEMMA 2. For lists L admitting optimal BP-solutions B* such that I{(B*,L)I < It, a/go- 
rithm EX(E, p) exactly solves BP in L, in time O(p2 ~) which is polynomial in n whenever # 
is a fixed constant. 
PROOF. Following Proposition 1, an optimal BP-solution for L consists of using, for a k* < n, k* 
bins containing the k* largest items of L, one item per bin, and I/3~[ additional bins for the items 
of" the list {(B*, L) = {xk*+l , . . . ,x ,}.  Furthermore, note that set LB,  computed by algorithm 
EX(E,#), consists of all sublists containing at most the # last elements of L (recall that elements 
of L are ordered in decreasing order). So, on the hypothesis that ]{(B*, L)[ < p, ~(B*, L) E LB  
and, consequently, optimal solution for {(B*, L) is computed by E during execution of FOR-loop 
of line (2). Let {(B*, L) = Li*. Then,/~i* is an optimal BP-solution for L and, obviously, being 
the smallest one, it will be chosen at line (3). Hence, algorithm EX(E, p) really computes an 
optimal BP-solution for L. Since [LB[ = p and, moreover, exhaustive search performed by E(]~i) 
takes 0(2 ~) steps, overall complexity of EX(E, #) is O(#2~), polynomial whenever/~ is fixed. | 
We now continue proof of Theorem 2 by proving that, for any polynomial time approximation 
BP-algorithm A achieving constant standard-approximation ratio PA, and for any fixed e > 0, if 
]~(B*, L)[ > 2(p A - 1 + e)/e 2 and if/3(~(B*, n)) <_ e[~(B*, L)I/(pA - 1 + e), then algorithm D(A) 
Off Section 2) guarantees differential-approximation ratio at least 1 - e. 
L EMMA 3. Let A be any polynomial time approximation algorithm for BP guaranteeing standard- 
approximation ratio P A , and let e be any fixed positive constant. If [{(B*, L)[ > 2(p A - 1 + e)/e 2 
and if 3(g(B*,L))  <_ e[~(B*,L)l/(p A - 1 + e), then 6D(A)(L ) >_ 1 - e. 
PROOF. Under the hypotheses of the lemma, and since [I{(B*, L) I -pA3({(B* ,  L))]/[I[(B* , L )} -  
/~({(B*, L))] is decreasing in/3({(B*, L)), we have 
Ig(B*, L)[ - AA({(B*, L)) >_ I{(B*, L)I - PA3(g(B*, L)) 
~A(~(B*' L ) )= [~(B*,L)[- /3(~(B*,L))  [~(B*,L)[- /3(~(B*,L))  
> [~(B*,L)[ - (pAel~ (B*,L)I) / (PA - 1 + e) 
- ~-'~*-7L)/--(e~BQ. L--~7-~PA-- 1- + e) -> 1 -e ,  
(4) 
Next, it suffices to use Corollary 1 affirming that 5D(A)(L) > 5A(~(B*,L)); so, 6A(L ) >_ 1 - e | 
We finally prove that, for every fixed e > 0 and for lists L for which I~(B*, L)I > 2(p h - 1 + 
e)/e 2 and/3(~(B*, L)) > el~(B* ,L)I/(pA - 1 + e), algorithm D, parametrized by S(e/2), achieves 
differential-approximation ratio bounded below by 1 - e. 
LEMMA 4. Consider BP-algorithm S(e) of [13] and let ~ be any fixed positive constant. If L 
is such that [[(B*,L)I >_ 2(p A - 1 + e)/e 2 and if /3([(B*,L)) > eI[(B*,L)I/(pA - 1 + e), then 
5D(S(~/2))(L) > 1 - e. 
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PROOF. Since I~(f(B*,L)) > clf(B*,L)I/(pA - 1 + c) and since pS(e)(f(B*,L)) <_ 1 + c + 
[1/~(f(B*, L))] (see [13]), then applying Theorem 1, we obtain 
I 6 
6D(S(e/2) (L) _> 2 - Ps(c/2) (,~(B*, L)) _> 2 - 1 + ~ + 
>I  c PA- l+c  > l -e ,  
- 2 e l f (B*,  n)l  
1) 
f l(f(B*,L)) (5) 
where the last inequality holds thanks to lower bound in the size of ~(B*, L). 
Ideas in proofs of Lemmata 2-4 can be combined into the following algorithm for BP. 
BEGIN/PTDAS(~) /  
(I) f ix  a constant  ~ > O; 
(2) # ~ L2(p-  1 + c)/c2]; 
(3) EB +- EX(E ,#) (L )  
(4) DA +-- D(A) (L ) ;  
(5) DS +- D(S(c /2) ) (L ) ;  
(6) B +-- a rgmin{ IEB l , IDA l , IDS l} ;  
(7) OUTPUT B 
END./PTDAS (c) / 
Let us fix a BP-instance L. Then, since PA and e do not depend on n, neither does #, computed 
at line (2). Consequently, by Lemma 2, computation at line (3) can be performed in polynomial 
time and, if If(B*, L)I < #, provides optimal solution for L. On the other hand, if If(B*, L)I > 
# = [2(p - 1 + e)/e2], then ]~(B*,L)[ _> 2(p - 1 + e)/e 2 and Lemmata 3 and 4 guarantee 
achievement of differential-approximation ratio 1 - c for algorithm PTDAS(e) for every possible 
value of fl(~(B*, L)). Moreover, since arguments above hold for every L, expressions (4) and (5) 
always hold and, consequently, Mgorithm PTDAS is a polynomial time differential-approximation 
schema for BP and proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 
4. LIMITS ON D IFFERENTIAL  APPROXIMABIL ITY  
OF B IN-PACKING 
The result of Theorem 2 affirms that BP is better approximated in a differential framework 
than in a standard one. A common thought process for proving existence of positive (standard) 
approximation asymptotic results for simple 4 problems is to partition their instances into two 
classes following their optimM values; the former class consists of bounded optimal-value instances 
and the latter of unbounded optimal-value ones. Then, one proves that for the former class, 
an optimal polynomial time algorithm 5 providing optimal solutions exists, while, for the latter 
class, one proves the existence of a polynomial time standard-approximation algorithm achieving 
a certain ratio. This is the only way known for proving standard-approximation asymptotic 
positive results. Following such a thought process to extend the result of [13] cannot work here 
since, unfortunately, BP is not simple (in the sense of [15]). In fact, it is easy to see that for 
/9(L) = 2, partition problem [1] is a restricted case of BP. 
What are the limits of differential approximability for BP? Unfortunately, it cannot be approxi- 
mated by fully polynomial time differential-approximation schemata, as the following proposition 
shows. 
4An NP-complete problem is called simple [15] if in instances for which optimal values are bounded by fixed 
constants, the problem can be solved in polynomial time; a lot, of problems, even hard to approximate ones 
(from both standard- or differential-approximation p i ts of view), as maximum independent set or minimum 
vertex-covering are simple (on the contrary, minimum-graph-coloring is not simple). 
5Usually, this algorithm is an exhaustive search performed in polynomial time thanks to the fact that ~ is bounded. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Unless P=NP,  BP cannot be solved by a polynomial time differential-approx- 
imation algorithm within ratio bounded below by 1 - ( I /n ) .  Consequently, BP does not admit 
a fully polynomial time differential-approximation schema. 
PROOF. If  a polynomial  t ime algorithm A exists, achieving, for every L, ratio [n - AA(L)]/[n - 
13(L)] > 1 - ( l /n ) ,  then, for every L, AA(L ) - fl(L) _< 1 - (fl(L)/n) < 1. Since quantit ies AA(L ) 
and fl(L) are integers, AA(L ) = fl(L) holds for every BP-instance. So, A would be an exact 
polynomial  t ime algorithm for BP, consequently, P=NP.  | 
Finally, let us conclude this paper with a rather optimistic remark. Revisit Theorem 2 and 
Proposit ion 2. It  is true that  differential ratio for BP can be greater than 1 - e, for every ~ > 0, 
but it cannot be greater than 1 - (1/ILl), for every L. However, between a fixed constant and 
ILl, there exists a cont inuum of es, even depending on ILl, for which strong positive differential- 
approximat ion results are obtained via Theorem 2. 
For example, consider in algorithm PTDAS, e : 1/(logn) U2. Since complexity 6 of PTDAS is; of 
O(max{TA(n), n4/log n, (2/e2)4 (l/e)2 }), then applying Theorem 2, the following corollary holds. 7 
COROLLARY 2. BP can be approximated by an O(n 4 log n) approximation algorithm within 
differential ratio 1 - [1/(log n) 1/2]. 
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